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President’s Report 

 

 

   

Stan Boyatzis   

 

   Welcome to our final newsletter for 2019. I hope you have enjoyed reading the articles published in  

   this year’s newsletters. If there is a particular topic on carriage clocks that has not been covered in  

   previous newsletters and is of interest, please email Doug Minty or myself and we will research the  

   area and have a specialist on the topic publish an article. 

 

   The Lone Star 2020 Regional organised by Chapter 124 will be held on Friday 6th and Saturday  

  7th March. The theme for the Regional is ‘Carriage Clocks’ and there will be a carriage clock exhibit. 

   Members are welcome and encouraged to attend. A Flyer is included at the end of my report. 

   If you require any further information or would be willing to display any of your carriage clocks  

   please contact Greg Cook (gcookie16@yahoo.com).                                                                                         

 

   Bob Frishman, as the Museum Director of the Horological Society of New York (https://hs-ny.org/) is          

   establishing a small exhibit space at their newly expanded quarters in Mid-Town Manhattan.   On the  

   17th December he will set up the first loan exhibit which will be about 40 smaller objects from his  

   personal   collection.   Included will be two carriage clocks, a typical French one by Richard and a less  

   common one by Chelsea Clock Company. 

 

   This month’s articles are on ‘Carriage Clocks With A Unique Winding System – The Bottom-Wind.  

   Tom Wotruba discusses his clock and other examples with the LeRoy & Fils Bottom -Wind  

   mechanism.  

   This article was previously published in the December 2017 Antiquarian Horology and permission to  

   reprint this article is gratefully acknowledged. 

   The second article by Leigh Extence is on a different type of Bottom-Wind found in a Margaine clock 

   made for David Keys and patented by him. Both Tom and Leigh welcome any questions or comments  

   on their articles.    

                        

The executive continues to work hard to promote the chapter and I again encourage current members to 

spread the word about Chapter 195 and invite friends with an interest in carriage clocks to join. 

Remember, this is your newsletter so if you have any helpful hints or unusual carriage clocks you own 

or have seen please share these with the membership. If you have any queries about a carriage clock 

please do not hesitate to contact Doug or myself.  Details are at the back of the newsletter. 

 

 

mailto:gcookie16@yahoo.com
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Remember copies of previous newsletters, hints and a question page are included on our website. There are 

also carriage clock articles from the Bulletin and carriage clock videos from the NAWCC library. You will 

need to be logged in as a NAWCC member to access these.   

 https://new.nawcc.org/index.php/chapter-195-international-carriage-clock 

 

   In this newsletter I have included a section on carriage clocks sold at the recent Schmitt Horan & Co  

   Clocks, Watches and Antiques Auction on Saturday/Sunday 26th and 27th October. This includes estimates,  

   condition reports, and prices realized and I hope members find this useful and of interest. 

 

A link to the Online Galleries website is again included. This is a useful website to research retail 

prices of carriage clocks and what is currently for sale. The website is updated weekly. We are happy to 

include other websites that may be of interest to the membership.   

The Executive Committee hopes you enjoy reading the Newsletter and wishes you all, Season’s 

Greetings and a Happy and Prosperous 2020.                                                                                                

                                                                                                                             

 

 

   Members of the Executive Committee:  

 

  Stan Boyatzis: President (Aust.) Email: carriageclocks@optusnet.com.au  

Keith Potter: Vice President (Aust.)  

Doug Minty: Secretary (Aust.) Email: dminty@optusnet.com.au  

Carl Sona: Director (Aust.)  

Tom Wotruba: Director (USA)   

Leigh Extence: Director (UK)  

   Email: carriageclocks195@gmail.com  
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        Carriage Clocks With A Unique Winding System – The Bottom-Wind 

 Thomas R. Wotruba (USA). 

 

The clock maker Le Roy & Fils created a unique winding system placed in a select number of carriage clocks 
during the last quarter of the 19th Century.  It was termed “bottom-wind” and had three distinctly different 
features.  First, the clock was wound from the bottom just underneath the base plate, not from a winding arbor 
projecting from the backplate. Second, the winding key was permanently built into the mechanism in the 
recessed space just under the baseplate so finding a separate key for use when the clock required winding was 
not needed. Third, the two side-by-side barrels containing the time and strike mainsprings were wound with 
the single key on a single winding arbor by turning the winding key counter-clockwise to wind the time side 
and clockwise to wind the strike side.  
 
Clocks with this winding system have “Patent No. 9501” engraved on the winding key handle. Charles Allix, 
in his discussion of the bottom-wind clock, stated that he found no evidence of this patent so that the origins 
of the Le Roy bottom-winding clocks are unexplained.1 But thanks to the dedicated help from the British 
Library a record was found of British Patent Number 9501 awarded to Tom Grove Hull of London.  Its date of 
application was 12 May 1893 and its acceptance date was 29 July 1893. Because the patent was awarded in 
1893 and its patent number was engraved on the winding handle of the clocks with this feature, it seems 
unlikely that these bottom-wind clocks were brought to market prior to 1893 even though earlier dates have 
been attributed to various examples as will be noted below. A copy of this three-page patent document appears 
in the Appendix to this article. 
 
Examples of Le Roy Bottom-Wind Clocks 
 
The two major carriage clock books have each included examples of Le Roy bottom-wind clocks.  Allix 
pictures one with a doucine case that repeats the hour and half-hour and has an alarm. The suggested date of 
this clock he noted later as between 1885-1889, and an additional example is shown with a different case 
style.2  Roberts presents a photo of the bottom-wind mechanism from an angle including the winding key and 
the system of wheels involved for winding the barrels.  Earlier in this book a different photo is presented 
depicting a standard size carriage clock in a gorge case, described as containing the bottom-winding 
mechanism, and with a date reference of circa 1880.3  
A review of more recent internet sites for auction houses and clock dealers provided further examples of Le 
Roy & Fils carriage clocks with the bottom-wind feature.  Bonhams at New Bond Street in London offered “A 
Late 19th Century French Bottom Winding Carriage Clock by Le Roy et Fils, 57 New Bond Street” as lot 43 in 
its 10 December 2014 fine clocks auction.  In a corniche case with a lever escapement, it contained a push 
repeat button on top, and a subsidiary alarm dial.  In early 2017 a British clock dealer, Quiet Street Antiques 
of Bath, advertised for sale a “Very fine and rare Bottom-Wind Carriage Clock by Leroy et Fils, Palais 
Royale, Paris” with the address 57 New Bond Street on the dial, and repeating the hour and half-hour with 
separate alarm train in a gorge case.4 Correspondence with this dealer revealed that its case had an engraved 
description which included a date of 5 September 1886. This was well prior to the patent date but the event 
itself was not recorded.  In August 2014 the British auctioneer Dreweatts & Bloomsbury offered “ 

 
1 Charles Allix, Carriage Clocks: Their History and Development (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Antique Collectors’ Club, 
1974), p. 220.  The date of the patent was not included in that discussion, but at that time British patents were 
numbered in annual sequences so that a search for Patent Number 9501 without attaching the year 1893 might 
have been unsuccessful.   
2 Allix, pp. 122 and 221. 
3 Derek Roberts, Carriage and Other Travelling Clocks (Atglen, Pennsylvania: Schiffer Publishing, 1993), pp. 90 and 
236.  
4 The maker is more correctly identified, however, as Le Roy, not Leroy, as discussed later in this article. 
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A Rare Gilt Brass Mid-Sized Carriage Timepiece with Bottom Wind, Late 19th” with the dial signed Le Roy 
& Fils, 57 New Bond Street, Made in France, Palais Royal, Paris. As a timepiece it would contain only a 
single-train movement and no striking barrel and spring, thus not taking full advantage of the capabilities of 
the bottom-wind technology for winding two barrels as explained further below.  Another example available 
as this article is written was offered by Gude & Meis, a prominent clock dealer in Amsterdam. It involved “A 
French gilt bottom wind carriage clock, Leroy & Fils, circa 1870,” in a brass gorge case, lever escapement, 
half-hour rack striking on a gong, and repeating on demand.5  These examples give sufficient indication that 
Le Roy bottom-wind clocks, though not extremely rare, are certainly limited in availability and thus of interest 
to collectors (yet their dating may be somewhat uncertain). 
 
How Does This Winding Mechanism Work? 
 
A closer look at a specific example of these bottom-wind clocks will provide a better understanding of exactly 
how this mechanism works.  Figure 1 shows a clock in a large miniature case of about 4 ⅛ inches high 
without handle (5 ½ inches with handle up) in a gilded bronze doucine case, engraved and pierced mask 
surrounding a dial with Arabic chapters and blued steel spade hands.  Figure 2 is a view of the back of the 
clock with its door open to reveal some of the winding mechanism.  Figure 3 provides a look at the underside 
of this clock where the winding key resides under the baseplate and is used to start the process. Note the 
patent number (9501) engraved on that key handle as well as the clock’s maker written in all caps:  LE ROY 
& FILS. In some examples the maker’s name is also signed on the dial, but not in this case. Also visible on the 
underside is the Silence/Sonnerie adjusting lever which can be used to silence the striking on the two gongs if 
desired. This type of adjusting lever is not unique to bottom-wind clocks, however, and can often be found in 
many clocks that strike petite or grande sonnerie. The serial number of the clock, 9929, is also visible. 
 
A close-up of the backplate and its components appears in Figure 4 alongside a detailed diagram and 
explanation of how this mechanism works in Figure 5.  This diagram was provided in an earlier article by 
Harold Cherry and is slightly simplified from the description contained in the original patent awarded to T. G. 
Hull as found in the Appendix at the end of this article.6  
 
 

 
5 Same as footnote 2. 
6 Harold Cherry, “Joseph Eastman and the Boston Tandem Wind: The 100th Anniversary,” NAWCC Bulletin, vol. 28 
(June 1986), pp. 216-238, at p. 224.  This article contained an overview of various winding devices including that 
invented by T. G. Hull, though it was not identified there as the bottom-wind mechanism used by Le Roy & Fils. 
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Figure 1. Le Roy & Fils clock number 9929.  Figure 2. Backplate of clock number 9929. 
 
            

                      
 
        Figure 3. The base of clock number 9929 containing the winding key, 
       patent and serial numbers, and the strike/silence lever. 
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Figure 4. Close-up of the backplate.   Figure 5. Diagram and explanation of  
                how the bottom-wind functions. 
 
 
In essence a contrate wheel J (termed the crown wheel in Figure 5) converts the winding motion of the key L 
to activate the shifting wheel S to wind the going train in barrel A when the winding key is turned to the left.  
When the winding key is turned to the right the shifting wheel “floats” to the right to engage with pinion P 
which therefore winds the striking train in barrel B. When viewed from the back, the winding action is 
counter-clockwise on both barrels.  The contrate wheel and the pinion are not visible in Figure 4 because they 
are covered for protection by an oval plate, and only the top edge of the shifting wheel can be seen just above 
that plate. 
 
The Inventor – Tom Grove Hull 
 
An extended search of reference books and the internet turned up little about Tom Grove Hull, the inventor of 
this bottom-wind mechanism.  His name is not among the 90,000 listed in what is probably the most 
comprehensive reference available of persons ever involved in watchmaking, clockmaking, and other devices 
related to timekeeping.7  Many other printed reference sources were examined as well, with no results.  The 
only information discovered in an extensive internet search was the finding that Tom Grove Hull obtained 
both U.S. and English patents in 1890 for automatic method of winding watches attached to watch bracelets.8  
 

 
7 Brian Loomes, Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the World, Complete 21st Century Edition, London (N.A.G. Press, 
2006).   
8 United States Patent Office Number 442,377 dated December 9, 1890, and English patent Number 4,313 dated 
March 19, 1890. 
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But this patent and that shown in the Appendix at the end of this article do provide some further information. 
In each case we can learn his address in London.  In 1890 it was 97 Bond Street and in 1893 it was 57 New 
Bond Street.  The London address established in 1885 of Le Roy & Fils that appears on bottom-wind clocks 
was also 57 New Bond Street.  Figure 6 is an example showing this address on the travel box accompanying 
clock number 9929. So Tom Grove Hull may have become involved, perhaps in some working capacity, with 
Le Roy & Fils in London towards the end of the 19th century.  That seems likely especially since the bottom-
wind innovation in the Le Roy & Fils carriage clocks is based on his 1893 patent. But beyond this, no further 
information was found on this “County of London Clock and Watch Maker.”  
 
 

    
 
Figure 6a and b.  Travel box accompanying clock number 9929 and close-up of the inside label.     
 
 
 
 
The Maker – Le Roy & Fils 
 
The history of clock- and watch-makers with the name Le Roy is complex and at times confusing because 
there were so many persons involved over the years with that name.9 We look first at the maker of these      Le 
Roy & Fils bottom-wind clocks, which was a firm initially started in 1785 by Basile Charles Le Roy (1765-
1839). It began in the Galerie de Pierre of the Palais Royal in Paris and after several moves was located the 
Galerie Montpensier in 1815.  The original name of the firm was simply Le Roy but it changed to Le Roy & 
Fils when Basile took on his son Charles Louis in 1828.  The firm was sold to Casimir Desfontaines in 1845 
under the condition that the name Le Roy & Fils continue.  Charles Louis died in 1865 and Georges 
Desfontaines succeeded his father Casimir in 1883.  Georges died in 1888 and the business passed to his 
brother Jules Desfontaines who was joined in 1888 by Louis Leroy, the son of chronometer maker Théodore 
Marie Leroy. In 1895 Léon Leroy, brother of Louis, joined the firm, and the name of the company was soon 
thereafter changed to L. Leroy & Cie (although it was sometimes engraved as L. Le Roy & Cie). This name 
change was not, however, applied to the bottom-wind clocks.  The business remains today, having passed 
through various ownership changes, and operates in Switzerland concentrating on watchmaking. 
 
 
 

 
9 Sources used for this history include Allix, pp. 120-124 and 444, Loomes, pp. 478-479. Tardy (H.L.), Dictionnaire 
des Horlogers Français, Paris 1973, pp. 394-410, and the L. Leroy website at this link: Leroy_cat_prod_corr_EN.pdf.  
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Concurrent with Le Roy & Fils was a company founded by Théodore Leroy (1788-1839, apparently no 
relation to Théodore-Marie Leroy). It was also located in the Palais Royal, specifically the Galerie Valois in 
1813. In 1827 he entered into a partnership with Auguste-Pierre Lepaute, and after his death in 1839 the 
business passed to his son, also named Théodore. The business name was established as Leroy & Fils.  A 
series of ownerships followed but the name remained in use though its exact spelling did vary between Leroy 
and Le Roy which leads to confusion as to which firm produced the clocks with these signatures. The business 
ceased in 1960. 
 
Of course, the two most prominent Le Roy names in horology were Julian (1686-1759) and Pierre (1717-
1785), and much has been written about their contributions and achievements.10  Both preceded the two 
businesses described above and so neither was associated with either business and had no relationship to the 
bottom-wind mechanism. Julian’s work was largely related to watches, including such topics as repeating 
mechanisms and pivoting.  Pierre concentrated on escapements and balances for marine chronometers. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Between the multiple numbers of clockmakers and watchmakers with the same name of Le Roy (or Leroy) 
and the variations in how their names were signed, it is understandable that writers and researchers warn about 
the possibility of confusion in these topics.  Comparisons between the dates attributed to these clocks and the 
patent date also raise some interesting questions. And why did the name change to L. Leroy & Cie in the late 
1890s never appear as the name engraved on the handle of the key? But the provenance of the Le Roy bottom-
wind seems clearly attributable to Le Roy & Fils, the business initially started by Basile Le Roy many years 
earlier.  There were, however, other winding inventions that appeared also during the last quarter of the 19th 
century.   
 
One, for example, is the tandem wind of the Boston Clock Company patented in 1886.11 It differed in 
comparison with the bottom-wind because it was wound from the back with a separate key and the two barrels 
and springs involved were placed in tandem (i.e., one behind the other).  But none of these other mechanisms 
were contained on clocks of a maker whose name was associated with the prominence and prestige as was the 
name Le Roy.  How many of these clocks were made is not known, but the number is certainly quite limited 
as they never appeared after the name of L. Leroy & Cie replaced Le Roy & Fils in the late 19th century.  
 
The author welcomes comments and questions.  Please send them to twotruba@mail.sdsu.edu.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10 See, for example, Guiseppe Brusa and Charles Allix, “The Eminent Pierre Le Roy In the Art of Timekeeping: Part 
I: Up To About 1765,” Antiquarian Horology, vol. 29 (September 2006), pp. 645-662; and “… Part II: Marine 
Timekeepers and Watches,” Antiquarian Horology, vol. 29 (December 2006), pp. 775-789.  The references in 
footnote 9 also include information on these two horologists. 
11 This and other winding inventions are further explained by Cherry. See footnote 6. 

mailto:twotruba@mail.sdsu.edu
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                                                  APPENDIX, PATENT NUMBER 9501, page 1.   
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                                                APPENDIX, PATENT NUMBER 9501, page 2. 
                         ________________________________________________________________ 
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                                               APPENDIX, PATENT NUMBER 9501, page 3. 
                        _________________________________________________________________ 
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 Margaine: Another Type of Bottom-Wind Carriage Clock 

  Leigh Extence (UK). 

 

 

 

The example discussed here in this short article is a Corniche style carriage clock with a rare form of bottom-

winding, also referred to as underside winding, and is reminiscent of that used by Le Roy on several of his 

clocks, as seen in the article above, but with a number of differences. Although unsigned, this clock was made 

in the Arsené Margaine workshops as can be seen from the style of winding arrow, the type of regulation index 

engraving and the font used for the wording Aiguilles, being French for Hands. 

The eight-day duration movement strikes the hours and half-hours on a gong with a push button repeat of the 

last hour at will with the backplate stamped with the serial number 13170. The winding arbors have attached 

large toothed wheels which connect through the base to two butterfly wheels set to the underside of the case 

which fold open to create a semi-circular handle. These wind both the going and striking trains alleviating the 

need to open the rear door or use a key, with both stamped Patent No. 2886, DKEYS. The white enamel dial has 

black Roman numerals and blued steel moon hands. The Corniche case is of a style typical of Margaine, with 

relatively bold three-bale handle and slightly softer corners. 
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David Keys, born 1813, is known to have been working at 14 Craven Street, London in 1858 and then number 

15 from circa 1873 until at least 1887, the year of his death. By this year they had retail premises at 91, 

Piccadilly, the business having been taken over by his son William. As a maker of fine watches it was in 

December 1861 that David Keys took out a patent numbered 3160, alongside John Chalfont of Islington, for 

keyless winding of fusee watches, with another applied for in September 1865 numbered 2330. It may well be 

an adaption of this system that is used on this clock with the patent 2886 for use on carriage clocks applied for 

around the same time. 

Keys is recorded as making deck watches for the Admiralty between 1892 and 1897 and used Eiffe’s auxiliary 

and Airy’s compensation balances. William died in 1899 at the age of forty. 

 

 

View of  winder to underside of clock 13170 stamped D Keys and Patent No. 2886 
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Margaine Carriage Clock number 12931 with David Keys Bottom-winding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another almost identical Corniche example, numbered 12931, is in the collection of a friend in Australia, but 

with the addition of the Margaine trademark to the backplate. Interestingly 12931 is signed on the dial for David 

Keys, 91 Piccadilly, London which obviously conforms to the patent holder of the winding system. To avoid 

confusion that this may be English-made the dial is also signed Paris Made. 12931 has the same style of dial 

and hands, as well as backplate markings seen on 13170 confirming that both these carriage clocks were indeed 

from the Margaine workshops. 

As can be seen, there are marginal differences to the winding layout, mainly that the actual winders are not part 

of a complete ‘circle’ and are therefore less robust, and there is an inverted ‘Y’ shaped bridge to the backplate 

holding the rear wheels in place whereas the later model is without this but now has a solid backplate below the 

ratchets rather than one cut out. Obviously minor modifications had been made to the design between 12931 as 

shown below and the slightly later 13170 as discussed above. 
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The author welcomes comments and questions.  Please send them to leigh@extence.co.uk       
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         Carriage Clocks sold at the recent Schmitt Horan & Co Clocks        

                                     Watches and Antiques Auction on  

                                Saturday/Sunday 26th and 27th October.  

                        This is reproduced from the Schmitt Horan & Co October 2019 Catalog. 

                                    The sale prices do not include the 20% buyer’s premium. 

 

Lot#: 571 

DESCRIPTION: Breguet, Neveu & Co., Paris, a good mid19th century grand sonnerie striking carriage 
clock with travel case, the gilt, engraved, one piece case with five bevelled glasses, roman numeral white 
enamel dial with blued steel trefoil hands, the gilt mask with foliate engraving and subsidiary alarm chapter, 8 
day three train movement, large jeweled platform with duplex escapement, cut bimetallic balance and blued 
overcoil hairspring, sounding the hour and quarter in passing on two bells, and repeating the last hour and 
quarter on demand, the upper right corner of the back plate with three position square for selection of strike 
mode, with leather bound travel case and key, dial and movement signed. 
CONDITION: case with minor losses to gilding, minor verdigris at bottom of frames, handle with minor 
bend, left side glass with tiny chip at upper right, dial, mask and hands good, movement with minor staining, 
running, striking and repeating correctly, alarm functional, travel case lacking handle. An interesting technical 
feature of this clock is that there is no dead blow between the hours and quarters, so the quarters commence 
immediately following the hours. 
ESTIMATE: $10000 - $15000 
CIRCA: 1840 
DIMENSIONS: 6.5in x 3.75in x 3.25in 

PRICE SOLD: $18,000 
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Lot#: 572 

DESCRIPTION: Comminges, 62 Palais Royal, Paris, an unusual, early 19th century grand sonnerie striking 
carriage clock with spring detent escapement and travel case, the multi part brass case on bracket feet and with 
five bevelled glasses, and the top with folding handle, signed, silvered roman numeral dial displaying seconds 
below 12:00, blued steel Breguet style hands and alarm indicator, 8 day, three train movement wound through 
the dial and with spring detent escapement, vertically oriented balance behind the back plate, exposing the 
working escapement to full view through the top glass, sounding Viennese hours and quarters on two bells, 
and repeating the last hour and quarter on demand, with leather bound, gilt stamped travel case, dimensions of 
clock listed. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, right side glass with chips at upper corners, and small loss at 
lower left, top glass with minor loss at front right, hole in left side glass does not align with alarm setting 
square, dial resilvered, dial engraving with losses to infill, tip of hour hand broken, movement with spotting 
and staining, running, striking and repeating correctly, alarm train functional but sounds without regard to the 
position of the indicator, would benefit from service, bell stand loose, box with minor losses and scuffing to 
leather, right hinge detached, door missing, lining with dirt and wear. 
ESTIMATE: $7500 - $9000 
CIRCA: 1820 
DIMENSIONS: 7.375in x 4.5in x 3.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $6,000 
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Lot#: 573 

DESCRIPTION: Alfred Baveux, for A. Ecalle, 93- 94 Palais Royal, Paris, a giant grand sonnerie 
striking carriage clock with 5 gongs, the gilt and silvered pillars variant case on compressed toupie feet 
below a thumb and cavetto molded base, the corners with fluted columns having turned bases and 
Corinthian capitals supporting a corbelled cornice and foliate ornamented finials, surmounted by a 
cushion top with bevelled glass, and folding carrying handle, signed, roman numeral silvered dial with 
subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel hands, and silvered mask, 8 day, three train movement with lever 
platform and cut bimetallic balance, sounding the hour and quarter in passing, and repeating the last hour 
and quarter on demand, the base with three position lever for selecting chime mode, and the inside of the 
back plate with Baveux's mark, Ecalle serial #5518, Baveux serial #5696. 
CONDITION: gilding and silvering restored, minor spotting on silver, front glass with short crack at 
upper right, dials with minor losses and tarnish, mask restored, minute hand replaced, movement oily, 
will run for a short time, balance with bent rim or pivots, balance spring requires truing, striking and 
repeating correctly, strike ratchet replaced, hammer lifting pin wheels will need adjustment, alarm 
functional, would benefit from service. 
ESTIMATE: $7000 - $9000 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 9.75in x 5.5in x 5.375in 

Price Sold:  $5,000 
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Lot#: 575 

DESCRIPTION: Alfred Baveux for Charles Oudin, 52 Palais Royal, Paris, an 
exceptional Anglaise style, Limoges panelled, grand sonnerie carriage clock striking 
on four gongs, the gilt case of typical Anglaise Riche form, the sides with Limoges 
grisaille enamel panels with transparent plum ground, the right side with a man 
standing in a landscape with a castle in the background, the left side with a woman 
standing in a landscape, both figures in Elizabethan dress, each rendered in 
stunning detail and with gold highlights, matte silvered mask with roman numeral 
white enamel dial having blue numerals on a pale blue ground, with gold outer five 
minute markers, above a matching, subsidiary arabic alarm chapter, blued steel 
hands 8 day, three train movement with 13 jewel counterpoised lever platform and 
cut, bimetallic balance, sounding the hours and quarters in passing on four gongs, 
and repeating the last hour and quarter on demand, base with three position lever 
for selecting strike mode, with Alfred Baveux's mark on the inside of the back 
plate, Baveux serial #3882, Oudin serial #2769. 
CONDITION: gilding restored, case with scattered spotting, top glass with chips at 
right edge, rear glass with chip at lower right, enamel panels very good, with minor 
wear to gold, dial mask with minor discoloration, time dial with minor losses to 
signature, alarm dial with with hairlines and minor chips, hour hand repaired, 
movement dirty, but running well, movement with some tarnish and staining, 
striking and repeating correctly, gongs with specks of oxide. 
ESTIMATE: $5000 - $7000 
CIRCA: 1870 
DIMENSIONS: 7.75in x 4in x 3.625in 

Sale Price: $4,500 
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Lot#: 576 

DESCRIPTION: France, a large, Cariatides style, grand sonnerie striking carriage 
clock, the base with slotted and bead moldings above a fluted cavetto molding with 
alternating floral and pendant husk ornament, and four cock bead feet, the corners 
with caryatids supporting a stepped, molded cornice crowned by an egg and dart 
molding, the top with leaf and dart molded, glazed escapement viewing aperture 
and folding, foliate ornamented handle, arabic numeral white enamel dial with 
subsidiary alarm chapter and silver openwork mask with chased and engraved 
naturalistic ornament, blued steel distaff hands, 8 day, three train movement with 
11 jewel lever platform and cut bimetallic balance, sounding the hours and quarters 
in passing and repeating the last hour and quarter on demand, the base with three 
position lever for selection of strike mode, serial #255. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, repeat pusher replaced with a watch 
crown, left side glass with tiny chip at lower right, right side glass with chip at 
lower left, rear glass an unbevelled replacement, dial, mask and hands very good, 
movement with faint staining, running, low balance amplitude, striking and 
repeating correctly, alarm functional, alarm mainspring broken, would benefit from 
service. 
ESTIMATE: $3000 - $4000 
CIRCA: 1875 
DIMENSIONS: 8.25in x 4.5in x 4in 

PRICE SOLD: $3000 
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Lot#: 577 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Crosby, Morse, & Foss, Boston, Mass., an oval, hour 
repeating carriage clock with Sevres style porcelain panels, the case with bevelled 
glasses at the front and top, the sides and back having polychrome panels, all with 
blue framed, gilt trimmed landscapes, the right with a young man releasing a dove, 
the left with a young woman searching, and the back with a cottage and bridge, 
the matching dial showing the couple united, and with roman numeral chapter ring, 
gilt spade hands, 8 day, two train movement with 12 jewel lever platform, 
sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on 
demand, serial #160, and back plate marked "T.F." within an oval at lower right. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, glasses good, dial and right side panel 
very good, left side with professional restoration at lower left corner, back with 
professional restoration at upper right corner, bright gilding on panel borders worn 
away, movement dirty and with minor spotting, running, striking and repeating 
correctly. 
ESTIMATE: $3000 - $4000 
CIRCA: 1875 
DIMENSIONS: 7.5in x 4.875in x 4in 

PRICE SOLD: $2600 
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Lot#: 578 

DESCRIPTION: Drocourt, Paris, for Henry Capt, Geneve, a very decorative, engraved gorge cased 
carriage clock with polychrome porcelain panels, the case of typical gorge form, richly engraved with 
foliate ornament, the front, top, and back with bevelled glasses, the dial and sides with colorful porcelain 
panels, the sides with female figures in forested landscapes, each under the influence of cupid, the dial 
also with a forest scene, but with the woman seated, and warning cupid off, and roman numeral chapter 
ring with subsidiary alarm dial, blued steel hands, 8 day, three train movement with 12 jewel lever 
platform, sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand, serial # 
11236, case bottom engraved "London Branch 151 Regent St.", Capt's London address. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, glasses good, side panels with minor losses to gilt borders, 
dial panel restored, hands with abrasion and minor oxide, movement very dirty, will tick briefly, striking 
and repeating correctly, alarm functional, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $2500 - $3500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 7in x 3.75in x 3.25in    

RICE SOLD: $2700 
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Lot#: 579 

DESCRIPTION: France, a very decorative Renaissance revival carriage clock with grand sonnerie 
striking and unusual lever escapement, the case with deeply molded base and rounded, inset corners on 
gadrooned toupie feet, the front with central cartouche flanked by reclining putti with symbols of science 
and industry, the corners with ornate, slender columns having turned, fluted, and gadrooned bases and 
stylized Corinthian capitals flanking guilloche framed bevelled glasses and supporting a top with 
projecting, molded cornice, lobed corners, and folding handle, gilt dial mask enframing an arabic numeral 
white enamel dial with peripheral 24 hour display, and with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel hands, 8 
day, three train movement with 15 jewel, cotes de Geneve decorated platform with cut bimetallic balance 
and Breguet- Lepine lever escapement, striking the hours and quarters in passing, and repeating the last 
hour and quarter on demand, the base with three position lever for selection of chime mode. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, a few minor bumps and dings, left front corner of top glass 
surround lower than the other three, rear glass with chips at three corners, top glass replaced, dial, mask 
and hands good, alarm chapter with faint hairline, movement dirty and with minor tarnish and spotting, 
running, striking with minor malfunctions, quarters reliable, hours sometimes fail, repeating seems to 
work correctly, poorly repaired rack hook, alarm functional, would benefit from service. 
ESTIMATE: $2500 - $3500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 8.5in x 5in x 4.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $2700 
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Lot#: 580 

DESCRIPTION: H. Pleister, 277 Regent St., London, a giant carriage clock with perpetual calendar, 
very large five glass case with simple molded base and cornice, the stepped top with substantial folding 
handle, roman numeral silvered dial with blued steel Breguet style hands and gilt mask, the day, date, and 
month display at top, substantial two train fusee movement with damascened plates, the gilt platform 
with Earnshaw's escapement and cut bimetallic chronometer balance with helical spring, the signed back 
plate with aperture for viewing a disc attached to the contrate wheel arbor indicating seconds, and 
striking the hours on a large gong. 
CONDITION: Case polished and regilded, minor marks and scratches, minor casting flaws, left side 
glass with chip at upper right, dial and mask replaced, dial with spurious signature, back plate with 
evidence of plaque removed from over Pleister mark, running well and striking correctly, calendar 
working. 
ESTIMATE: $2500 - $3500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 14in x 9in x 7in 

PRICE SOLD: $5100 
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Lot#: 581 

DESCRIPTION: France, a Mignonette #2 size, Gorge case carriage timepiece with grisaille enamel 
panels and dial, the polished brass case with bevelled glasses at the front and top, black enamelled roman 
numeral dial with gold spade and whip hands, a pair of facing putti above 12:00 suspending a garland of 
flowers, and a seated female figure at lower left, accompanied by two putti, the sides and back also with 
dancing female muses in landscapes, executed in varying tones of gray, and 8 day timepiece movement 
with lever platform. 
CONDITION: case a bit dirty and with minor losses to lacquer, top glass good, front glass with minor 
scratches, dial with minor losses to numerals and minute markers, tiny flakes at dial center, side panels 
with evidence of professional restoration, it appears that the restoration is not extensive, addressing edge 
chips or hairlines, and not affecting the scenes, rear panel unrestored, and with a few minor flakes at 
edge, movement gummy, will tick briefly, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $2000 - $2500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 4in x 2in x 1.75in 

PRICE SOLD: $1800 
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Lot#: 582 

DESCRIPTION: France, an engraved, oval, grand sonnerie striking carriage clock, the molded top and 
base joined by frames containing bevelled glasses, the exterior surfaces tastefully engraved with floral 
and foliate ornament, the top with bevelled glass and engraved, scrolled handle, engraved, gilt mask 
enframing a roman numeral white enamel dial and subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel Breguet style 
hands, 8 day, three train movement with steel screws joining the pillars to the front plate, 12 jewel lever 
platform, striking the hours and quarters in passing and repeating the last hour and quarter on demand, 
serial # 2902 (back plate), # 2240 (inside of front plate), bottom of case marked "Depose H.A." in three 
places, and "H.A." twice. 
CONDITION: case cleaned and lacquered, and with a few small spots of tarnish, front glass with small 
chip, upper right, dial mask good, alarm dial good, time dial with short hairline at center arbor, minute 
hand repaired, hands with minor oxide, movement with minor staining, etching, running, platform with 
minor scratches, some steel components with specks of oxide, strikes incorrectly at the hour, repeats 
correctly a few minutes later, first, second, and third quarters striking correctly, alarm functional, low 
balance amplitude, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $2000 - $2500 
CIRCA: 1870 
DIMENSIONS: 7.5in x 5in x 4in 

PRICE SOLD: $2800 
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Lot#: 583 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Hamilton & Co., Calcutta, an exceptional hour repeating carriage clock 
with Limoges panels and dial, the Anglaise variant case with molded base below a fluted band, the 
corners with twisted columns having Corinthian capitals, and supporting a molded top with twisted 
carrying handle and thick bevelled glass, the case sides with polychrome opaque and transparent enamel 
scenes on a dark plum colored ground, featuring a young woman on the left, and a young man on the 
right, both in Elizabethan costume, in landscapes with castle in the background, the roman numeral dial 
also with landscape, castle, male figure and bird, the coloured transparent enamels applied over coloured 
foils, adding depth to the compositions, 8 day, three train movement with lever platform and cut 
bimetallic balance, sounding the hours and half hour on a gong, and repeating the last hour on demand. 
CONDITION: case with tarnish and losses to gilding, front glass replaced, left side panel with filled loss 
at lower left, right panel and dial very good, hands good, movement dirty, running, striking, and repeating 
correctly, alarm functional. 
ESTIMATE: $2000 - $3000 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 7.75in x 4.25in x 3.75in 

PRICE SOLD: $4500 
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Lot#: 584 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Theodore B. Starr, New York, an hour repeating carriage clock with Limoges 
enamel panels, the base with leaf and dart molding below a reeded band and thumb molded surbase, the 
corners with corinthian columns supporting a frieze wit reeded band and cock bead cornice, surmounted by a 
leaf and dart molding, rectangular frame for the top glass, and a foliate ornamented handle with central, 
gadrooned knop, the sides with Limoges enamel panels with plum colored ground, both featuring female 
figures, their skin colored in flesh tones, and all else rendered "en grisaille" with gilt highlights, the figure at 
the right gathering flowers, the one at the left harvesting wheat, gilt roman numeral dial and alarm chapter, 
with gilt bezels and mask, blued steel hands, 8 day, three train movement with lever platform and cut 
bimetallic balance, sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand, serial 
#1284. 
CONDITION: case dirty, with significant losses to gilding, polish residue and tarnish, glasses good, Limoges 
panels very good, dial mask with staining and discoloration, dials and hands good, movement dirty, running, 
striking and repeating correctly, alarm functional, would benefit from service. 
ESTIMATE: $2000 - $3000 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 8in x 4.25in x 3.75in 

PRICE SOLD: $3400 
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Lot#: 585 

DESCRIPTION: Soldano, Paris, for J.D. Hawley, Syracuse, NY. Anglaise Riche variant, grand sonnerie 
striking carriage clock, the base with sloping sides ornamented with stylized Grecian foliate mounts below a 
stepped molding and narrow fluted band, the corners with Corinthian columns supporting a fluted and molded 
cornice, surmounted by a sloping "roof", with mount matching those on the base, and folding handle, roman 
numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel Breguet style hands, 8 day, three train 
movement with lever platform, sounding the hours and quarters in passing, and repeating the last hour and 
quarter on demand, serial #1002, back plate signed "Soldano", movement mounting plate marked "Hawley 
Syracuse" in front of dial. 
CONDITION: case dirty, minor losses to gilding, rear of base with loss to gilding at ends of mount, feet 
replaced, handle with dings and minor bends, top glass with small chip at rear left, dial with chip and cracks at 
upper left, hands good, alarm hand replaced, movement dirty and with some staining/ tarnish, running, some 
components marked from incorrect handling, striking and repeating correctly, alarm functional. 
ESTIMATE: $2000 - $2500 
CIRCA: 1875 
DIMENSIONS: 8.25in x 4.375in x 4in 

PRICE SOLD: $1000 
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Lot#: 586 

DESCRIPTION: Lucien, Paris, an early striking carriage clock with unusual case and helical balance 
spring, the gilt, five glass case with molded base similar to the Gorge or Cannelee type, resting on four 
winged mermaid form feet, the upper section with foliate ornamented one piece frame and handle typical 
of Lucien's work, roman numeral white enamel dial, blued steel trefoil hands, 8 day two train movement 
with Jules style lever platform, the balance with helical spring, striking the hours and half hour in passing 
on a small bell, dial and movement signed. 
CONDITION: feet with scattered spotting, discoloration, upper portion of case with worn gilding, 
glasses good, door with minor staining, dial with chip at lower right, partially hidden, minute hand with 
poor quality repair, movement with minor fingerprint stains, running, striking correctly, low balance 
amplitude, needs service, balance spring not centered. 
ESTIMATE: $1500 - $2000 
CIRCA: 1840 
DIMENSIONS: 7.75in x 5in x 4.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $1800 
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Lot#: 587 

DESCRIPTION: France, a good petite sonnerie striking carriage clock with alarm and pillars variant case, 
the cavetto molded base on four low square feet below a bold egg and dart molding, the corners with foliate 
ornamented round columns supporting a molded cornice with narrow fluted band, egg and dart molding, and 
surmounted by a foliate ornamented handle terminating in paw feet, arabic numeral white enamel dial with 
subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel distaff hands, 8 day three train movement with lever platform, striking 
ting tang quarters in passing, and with full grand sonnerie repeating on demand, the base with lever for 
selecting chime mode. 
CONDITION: a bit dirty, gilding with very minor wear, front glass with flake at left edge, and small chip at 
lower right, right side glass with small chips at upper left and lower edge, top glass with small chip at right 
edge, dial with faint hairline at 8:00, movement with minor staining, running, strikes the petit quarters 
correctly, sounds the previous hour and three quarters at the hour, repeats the correct hour a few minutes after 
the hour, alarm functional, alarm hammer replaced, would benefit from service, serial #135. 
ESTIMATE: $1300 - $1600 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 6.75in x 4in x 3.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $900 
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Lot#: 588 

 

DESCRIPTION: H. Jacot, Paris, a good Gorge cased carriage clock with grand sonnerie striking and alarm, 
polished brass case with molded top and base, five bevelled glasses, and carrying handle, roman numeral 
white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel Breguet style hands, three train movement with 
lever platform, sounding the hours and quarters on two bells, and repeating the last hour and quarter on 
demand, and back plate marked H. Jacot in an oval, with mention of his awards at the 1855 and 1862 
expositions, the base with sonnerie/ silence lever. 
CONDITION: case with small spots of discoloration/ tarnish, left side of base with scratch, glasses good, 
door missing pull, dial with minor scratches and small, hidden chips at edge, upper right, and 2:00, hands 
good, movement oily, running, striking, and repeating correctly. 
ESTIMATE: $1300 - $1600 
CIRCA: 1865 
DIMENSIONS: 7in x 4in x 3.5in    

PRICE SOLD: $1500    
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Lot#: 589 

DESCRIPTION: France, a Mignonette #1 size Cariatides cased carriage timepiece, the silver gilt case replete 
with scrolling foliate ornament, masks, caryatid corners, and top with bevelled glass and dolphin form handle, 
case sides with glazed oval apertures, and Arabic numeral white enamel dial with blued steel fleur de lis 
hands, 8 day timepiece movement with lever platform. 
CONDITION: dirty, glasses good, losses to gilding and some darkening of exposed silver, dial with two 
hairlines and small chip at edge, 4:00, movement not running, very gummy, staff good, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $1200 - $1500 
CIRCA: 1885 
DIMENSIONS: 3.5in x 1.75in x 1.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $1300 
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Lot#: 592 

DESCRIPTION: Margaine, Paris, an hour repeating carriage clock with painted porcelain panels, gilt, 
engraved Corniche case, the side panels with painted landscape scenes within a gilt lined blue border, the 
roman numeral dial with a landscape featuring two figures and a dog, blued steel Breguet style hands, 8 day 
two train movement with lever platform, sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last 
hour on demand. 
CONDITION: gilding restored, panels, including dial, with minor losses to gilding, front glass with chip, 
lower left, minute hand repaired, movement ticks briefly, striking and repeating correctly, gong with spots of 
oxide, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $1200 - $1500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 6.25in x 3.5in x 3in 

PRICE SOLD: $1200 
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Lot#: 593 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Tiffany & Co., an early 20th century grand sonnerie striking clock with alarm, 
the polished brass Louis XV Doucine case with applied, cast C scroll ornaments at top and base, signed, 
arabic numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel hands, 8 day three train movement 
with lever platform and cut bimetallic balance, striking the hours and quarters in passing and repeating the last 
hour and quarter on demand, a three position lever in the base for control of the strike function. 
CONDITION: case polished and lacquered, losses to gilding on C scroll ornament, left side glass missing, 
right side glass with small chips, top center and and lower left, dial with hidden losses at upper left and right 
corners, hands good, movement a bit dirty, running, striking and repeating correctly, would benefit from 
service. An interesting technical feature of this clock is that there is no dead blow between the hours and 
quarters, so the quarters commence immediately following the hours. 
ESTIMATE: $800 - $1200 
CIRCA: 1920 
DIMENSIONS: 6.5in x 3.375in x 3in 

PRICE SOLD: $800 
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Lot#: 594 

DESCRIPTION: J. Soldano, Paris, an oval, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, the case with molded 
top and base separated by bevelled glass panels, the top also with bevelled glass and scrollwork carrying 
handle, gilt, engine turned mask with roman numeral white enamel dial and subsidiary alarm chapter, blued 
steel Breguet style hands, 8 day, three train movement with lever platform marked "J.S." within and oval, and 
also "Soldano", striking the hour and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand, the inside of 
the front plate marked "F 75/4 I", inside of the back plate with pistol, serial #4175. 
CONDITION: gilding restored, front glass with tiny chips, lower left, left glass with tiny chips, lower left, 
dial mask, dials and hands good, running, movement with tarnish and staining, striking and repeating 
correctly, alarm functional. 
ESTIMATE: $800 - $1100 
CIRCA: 1870 
DIMENSIONS: 7.5in x 4.875in x 4in 

PRICE SOLD: $1000 
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Lot#: 595 

DESCRIPTION: France, a decorative Gorge hour repeating carriage clock with polychrome enamel panels, 
the case of typical Gorge form, the sides and back set with polychrome enamel panels depicting couples in 
landscape scenes and in 18th century costume, the top with convex, oval enamel panel with lyre playing putto 
in a small boat being pulled by a swan, and the front with bevelled glass and roman numeral white enamel dial 
with blued steel Breguet style hands above another stylized, 18th century scene, 8 day, three train movement 
with lever platform, and sounding the hours and half hour on a gong, repeating the last hour on demand, and 
alarm set dial at bottom of back plate. 
CONDITION: case very dirty and with tarnish, lacking gilding, case bottom inside back door with numbers 
engraved by a previous owner, glass good, enamel panels good, left side with tiny loss at lower right corner, 
rear panel also with tiny loss at lower right corner, dial and hands good, movement dirty and very oily, 
running, striking and repeating correctly, alarm mechanism complete, fully would, but does not release at the 
appointed time. 
ESTIMATE: $700 - $900 
CIRCA: 1900 
DIMENSIONS: 7.25in x 4in x 3.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $1200 
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Lot#: 596 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Shreve & Co., San Francisco, a grand sonnerie striking carriage clock with 
alarm, Anglaise case with five bevelled glasses, arabic numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm 
chapter, blued steel spade and whip hands, three train movement sounding the hours and quarters on two 
gongs, and repeating the last hour and quarter on demand, the back plate with sonnerie/ silence control at 
upper left. 
CONDITION: case with a few spots of discoloration, left glass with chip at lower right, right glass with chips 
at upper right, rear glass with small chips at upper and lower right, dial with spider hairlines at right of 1:00, 
hands repaired and with oxide and losses to blue, movement very oily, dirty, running, striking, and repeating 
correctly, alarm train complete, but not functional, gummy, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $700 - $1000 
CIRCA: 1900 
DIMENSIONS: 6.75in x 3.5in x 3in 

PRICE SOLD: $850 
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Lot#: 597 

DESCRIPTION: L. Leroy & Cie., 13- 15 Palais Royal, Paris, a good petit sonnerie 
striking carriage clock with alarm, polished brass Corniche case with five bevelled 
glasses, matte gilt mask with arabic numeral white enamel dial and subsidiary 
alarm chapter, blued steel distaff hands, 8 day three train movement with lever 
platform and cut bimetallic balance, sounding petit quarters and repeating the last 
hour and quarter on demand, contained in a leather bound travel case with key, 
dial and movement signed. 
CONDITION: case with minor marks and scratches, rear glass with minor chips at 
upper right, dial mask dirty, dials good, with some losses to signature, hands good, 
movement dirty and oily, ticks briefly, striking and repeating correctly, travel case 
with wear and losses to covering, strap also with significant losses, interior lining 
with wear and a few holes. 
ESTIMATE: $600 - $900 
CIRCA: 1890 
DIMENSIONS: 7in x 3.75in x 3.25in 

PRICE SOLD: $750 
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Lot#: 598 

DESCRIPTION: France, a good mignonette #3 size carriage clock with polychrome enamel panels, gilt 
Corniche case with decorative panels having pink borders and featuring young couples in landscapes, the 
front panel with roman numeral dial encircling a pair of doves, above a subsidiary alarm chapter with 
young woman to the right and cottage at left, 8 day two train movement with cylinder platform, the alarm 
sounding on a bell concealed in the base. 
CONDITION: case with wear to gilding and minor tarnish, glasses good, right and left side panels with 
wear to gilding, left side panel with crazing visible under magnification or bright light, base with 
distortion on right and left side, dial good, movement with minor marks and scratches, dirty, running, 
alarm functional, bell missing. 
ESTIMATE: $400 - $600 
DIMENSIONS: 4.25in x 2.5in x 2in 

PRICE SOLD: $600 
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Lot#: 599 

DESCRIPTION: France, a large striking carriage clock, gilt Anglaise variant case with molded base and top, 
arabic numeral silvered dial with gilt mask and blued steel hands, non standard 8 day two train movement 
with square plates and lever platform with cut bimetallic balance, sounding the hours and half hour in passing. 
CONDITION: case dirty, with minor losses to gilding, spotting and minor tarnish, rear glass with crack at 
lower left, dial with minor tarnish and losses to numerals, movement running and striking correctly, gong with 
minor oxide. 
ESTIMATE: $400 - $600 
CIRCA: 1915 
DIMENSIONS: 10in x 5.5in x 4.75in 

PRICE SOLD: $325 
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Lot#: 600 

DESCRIPTION: L'Epee, France, a 20th century champleve enamel repeating carriage clock, gilt Anglaise 
Riche case with colorful enamels, roman numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel 
Breguet style hands, and three train movement with lever platform sounding the hours in passing, and 
repeating the last hour on demand, together with its original cloth lined travel case. 
CONDITION: case with minor losses to gilding and tarnish, enamel good, right side glass with chips at top 
edge, central part of handle loose, dial and hands good, running, striking and repeating correctly, alarm 
functional, outer box with dirt, staining, and tears. 
ESTIMATE: $400 - $600 
CIRCA: 1980 
DIMENSIONS: 7.75in x 4in x 3.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $550 
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Lot#: 601 

DESCRIPTION: France, for the Asian market, hour repeating carriage clock with sweep seconds and alarm, 
Anglaise Riche case, the top and base set with rows of brilliants, and brilliant set bezel surrounding top glass, 
roman numeral white enamel dial with gilt mask, subsidiary alarm chapter, and blued steel hands, 8 day, three 
train movement with lever platform, sounding the hour and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on 
demand, the alarm striking on a separate bell concealed in the base. 
CONDITION: case polished, surface roughness and fine pitting, rows of brilliants with polish residue and 
verdigris, glasses good, handle with severe crack, dial with a few minor scratches, mask dirty and with minor 
discoloration, hands good, movement dirty, running, striking and repeating, at 10 minutes past the hour 
repeating fails to count the hour, strikes one blow only, steel components with fine pitting, alarm not working. 
ESTIMATE: $350 - $500 
CIRCA: 1900 
DIMENSIONS: 8.25in x 4.125in x 3.625in  

PRICE SOLD: $1000 
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Lot#: 602 

DESCRIPTION: Ferrier, Paris, a carriage clock form desk compendium, polished brass case with molded 
base and top based on the Gorge style, front with bevelled glass and engraved gilt dial mask mounted with a 
pair of thermometers with silvered scales and flanking white enamel dials displaying the time and barometric 
pressure, the case top with compass, 8 day timepiece movement with lever platform. 
CONDITION: case dirty and with minor losses to lacquer, minor tarnish, door pull replaced with screw, dial 
mask good, enamel dials good, centigrade thermometer scale with tarnish, compass dial with minor spotting, 
movement running, platform replaced. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $400 
CIRCA: 1900 
DIMENSIONS: 8in x 4.75in x 3in 

PRICE SOLD: $375 
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Lot#: 603 

DESCRIPTION: France, a good mignonette #1 size carriage clock with engine turned ornament, the gilt 
Corniche case with engine turned base, corners, and top, and five bevelled glasses, the roman numeral white 
enamel dial with silvered, engine turned mask, and plum colored steel spade hands, 8 day key wound 
timepiece movement with lever platform. 
CONDITION: gilding with wear, glasses good, dial a bit dirty, mask good, hands with minor bends, 
movement fully wound, will tick briefly, needs service. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $500 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 3.75in x 2in x 1.75in 

PRICE SOLD: $425 
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Lot#: 604 

DESCRIPTION: France, a very attractive mignonette #2 size two tone carriage clock with original case and 
key, an unusual Pillars variant, the corners with gilt Tuscan columns resting on plinths forming the feet, the 
frames and base moldings nickel plated, the entablature with alternating gilt and nickel elements, and top with 
two tone folding handle, roman numeral gilt dial with gilt engine turned mask, plum colored spade and whip 
hands, 8 day timepiece movement with lever platform, and blue velvet covered travel case with nickel plated 
key. 
CONDITION: minor marks and scratches, gilding and nickel plating good, with a few tiny spots of 
corrosion, glasses good, dial with minor scratches, some numerals touched up, rubbing and loss to numerals at 
12:00- 1:00, movement with minor tarnish, platform with tarnish, ticks briefly, needs service, travel case 
lacking handle, outer covering with dirt and wear, key good. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $400 
CIRCA: 1880 
DIMENSIONS: 4in x 2.125in x 1.875in 

PRICE SOLD: $750 
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Lot#: 605 

DESCRIPTION: France, an hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, the gilt Corniche case with five 
bevelled glasses, and top with folding handle, roman numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary arabic 
numeral alarm chapter, fancy blued steel hands, three train movement with lever platform and cut bimetallic 
balance, sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand. 
CONDITION: case with losses to lacquer, left side glass with tiny chip, lower right, rear glass with small 
chips, lower right, dial with small loss at upper right, concealed by case, minute hand repaired, movement 
clean, running and striking, minor tarnish on platform, alarm functional. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $500 
DIMENSIONS: 7in x 3.875in x 3.25in 

PRICE SOLD: $425 
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Lot#: 606 

DESCRIPTION: France, for Bigelow & Kennard, Boston, Mass., an hour repeating carriage clock with 
alarm, the Anglaise case with five bevelled glasses, and top with folding handle, arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with silvered mask and subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel distaff hands, three train movement with 
lever platform, sounding the hours and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand. 
CONDITION: case with tarnish and losses to lacquer, minor dings, right side glass with bevel facing inward, 
rear glass with chips at corners, dial numerals and signature with fading and loss, dial mask tarnished, 
movement dirty and very oily, platform tarnished, not running, good staff, not striking or repeating, rack does 
not fall, alarm functional. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $400 
CIRCA: 1890 
DIMENSIONS: 7.5in x 4in x 3.5in 

PRICE SOLD: $300 
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Lot#: 607 

DESCRIPTION: France, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, brass Corniche case 
with five bevelled glasses, roman numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel distaff 
hands, 8 day three train movement with lever platform, sounding the hour and half hour in passing, and 
repeating the last hour on demand. 
CONDITION: case dirty and with minor staining/ tarnish, right side glass with minor chips at upper right and 
lower left, rear glass with chips at lower right, top glass with chips at left, handle with bend, dial good, minute 
hand repaired, movement running, one platform screw missing, striking and repeating correctly, alarm 
functional. 
ESTIMATE: $300 - $400 

PRICE SOLD: $350 
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Do you own a carriage clock?  
If so, you may have questions about your clock. Such as - 

- - -   

  

1. When was it made and by whom if it is not signed by a maker?  
  
Many carriage clocks are marked by retailers, such as “Tiffany”.   Many times, the maker is not 
identified. However, the maker can often be identified by the construction style and other tell-
tell signs found on the movement.  

  

2. Should I clean the case, or not?  
  

3. And the greatest question of all, what is its value.    
  

This is the hardest question to answer because of the many variables, such as condition of 
movement and case, the name and standing of the clockmaker, & the quality and rarity of the 
clock. We are not licensed appraisers.  We can only advise you where to look for comparable 
clocks so you can make your own "best guess" as to the actual value, always remembering the 
oldest approach to a value is "Willing Buyer, Willing Seller".  

  
Members of our chapter have many years of experience collecting, researching and restoring carriage clocks.  
Many are willing to help you answer some of these questions.  
  
This free service is for NAWCC members only.    
  
Email questions and pictures of your carriage clock (one clock at a time, please) to:  
  
Tom Wotruba: (USA) twotruba@sdsu.edu     
  
Doug Minty: (Australia) dminty@optusnet.com.au  
  
  

Link to the Online Galleries website:  
https://www.1stdibs.com/search/?q=carriage%20clocks 
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